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2HB
The Marche duo (Alessio
Santoni and Michele Lelli)
now will presents himself as
Two Hot Blades, but "music
does not change", in fact their
repertoire includes Rubba
Dubba and ColorBlade songs,
and unpublished songs that
will improvise live thanks to
the
strong
alchemy
consolidated over time. Do
not miss the tributes to the
great classics, and not only, of
Reggae, Blues and Rock music.

A.S.D. SPAZIO HIP HOP
Mulan, il coraggio di una
donna

AGRO THE CLOWN
Improlocura

Spazio Hip Hop promotes Hip
Hop Culture in the Marche
area and beyond. The show
that will be staged at Veregra
Street is the famous Disney
story
"Mulan",
where
woman's courage is the main
theme. You will be catapulted
into China with traditional
costumes, Asian music and
engaging choreography. A
show not to be missed!

“ImproLocura”
is
an
umpredictable and hilarious
street show that breaks the
rhythm of the city every day
more boring and ordinary. An
unexpected show will take
you out from your daily
routine,
thanks
to
a
provocative,
funny
and
extravagant style. You will
enjoy an improvised show
that mixes mime, clowning
techniques
and
sounds
effects.

ALESSANDRO DE LUCA
Giornata storta

ANDREA RIPANI E I MARINAI
DI FORESTA

ARTEMAKIA:
On the road

“Giornata storta" is an ironic
and engaging street show,
with a long and incredible
series
of
acrobatics
performed on Chinese pole. A
great and expert artist,
Alessandro, is performing his
most famous show that made
him famous all over the
World ... But today is a
particular
day,
full
of
unexpected events, nothing
goes to the right way... Even
the pole is crooked... Today is
really a bad day!

Andrea Ripani is a songwriter,
active for years with various
projects related to Fabrizio De
André and other Italian
songwriters. The concert is a
tribute to De André's most
famous songs rearranged for
the occasion. The result is an
exciting evening and an
opportunity to thank again a
man who is still missing a lot.

Four characters oppressed by
the society wish to escape,
travel and find out where a
wind blow will take them.
They will embark a trip to find
themselves again. "On the
Road" is an experience that
brings us to the awareness of
the present moment, a
modern
carpe
diem
expressed by the art of
contemporary circus. A show
to excite, entertain, a trip to
discover yourself...

CIA JORDI L. VIDAL (BE)
An Encounter

CIA TRASPERTE’ (ES)
Oopart

CIA VAYA (PT/CL)
On Time

Jordi
L.
Vidal
company's
creative
horizon reaches all arts. “An
encounter" it’s an original
and dynamic performance
that combines acrobatics,
dance and physical theatre.
Tender,
adventurous,
passionate: an encounter
between two persons. We
are touched by this coming
and going of smiles, surprises
and emotions.

In “Oopart” a particular crew
has just arrived from a
journey through time and
land in front of our eyes to
show us the opportunity to
time travel for a reasonable
price. To do so, Cia Tresperté
Company will show us their
best decoys and their
amazing
circus
acts.
However, today is not a
typical day and to manipulate
time
has
some
consequences…

A couple awakes to live up
their dreams, they face
routine and work as if they
were in an acrobatic delirious
game. Man and woman face
each other in the harmony of
dream, the lightness of
humor, and the power of
acrobatics until they find
their connection with reality.
Living your dream and
dreaming awake, “On time”
reminds us the beauty of
loving, believing, and flying.

CIE ENVOL DISTRATTO (IT/FR)
J’ai Les Crocs

CIRC PANIC (ES)
MiraT

CIRCO NO ATO (BR)
A Salto Alto

The apprentice chef Arthur is
ready to show us all his
culinary skills... but today
nothing is going to the right
way: objects and ingredients
start to rebel and become
alive. Despite the efforts of
the protagonist, the situation
degenerates into a comic and
magical growing! Cie Envol
Distratto with this new
performance "J'ai les Crocs"
present a show that make us
hunger!

“MiraT” intends to be an
invitation to reflect about the
vulnerable state of the human
being with humor and self
derision. On stage, a man and
a giant set of stairs. Playing
with
weights
and
counterbalances, he will
embarks on a journey in
constant pursuit of the limits
of equilibrium.

“A Salto Alto” tells about the
story of seven people who,
when they have access to
another lifestyle, forget their
experiences to dress this new
reality. The show unfolds
from the contrast between a
formal
and
refined
environment and characters
that have to reinvent
themselves and give a new
meaning to their life every
day.

COMPAGNIA STALKER
In a Landscape

“G.B.
PERGOLESI”
CONSERVATORY OF FERMO

DOBLE MANDOBLE (BE)
La Belle Escabelle

"In a Landscape" was born in
2008 as a show for urban
situation and becomes soon a
solo that evolves every year
following the developments
of the Stalker company
research. Like the wind, even
in this case who acts is
invisible: appearing, physically
and soundly, it’s the result of
a transition in an urban
landscape.

The students of “G.B.
Pergolesi" Conservatory will
play live jazz music, and more
else, confronting the public,
challenging the stage and
enthusiastically putting into
practice everything they have
studied during the academic
year.

In this circus show full of
humour, Doble Mandoble
masterfully
mix
object
manipulation,
physical
theatre and acrobatics, to
bring us a crazy homage to
the ordinary folding ladder…
“La Belle Escabelle”.

DODO & CHARLIE
Dodo & Charlie, or else Dodo
"Harmonica Kid" Belcastro,
with his hot harmonics and
his pedal drum-machine,
accompanied by the reckless
Charlie Prandi on vocals and
guitar, will offer a repertoire
of blues, country, swing and
rock'n'roll, or as they say:
"Blues'a'Billy,
Rock'n'Bop,
Funk'a'Rolla, Swingabbestia &
Circo Barnum, in short: The
Unza-Unza Explosion!".

DUO INVENTO
Flying on Street

DUO LOOKY (IL)
Happy Hour

"Flying on street" is a rich and
exciting show in which the
Duo inVento offers different
polyhedric performances of
various disciplines such as
AcroYoga, Contact Spheres,
Vertical on podium, Modern
Dance
and
Roue
Cyr.
Everything is more alive and
exciting thanks to the
connection between the two
artists, creating a sweet and
magical atmosphere.

A bartender and a waitress
dreaming of fame in the
circus world. “Happy Hour” is
a fast paced acrobatic
comedy where they mix their
coolest tricks with spicy
humor to win the love of the
audience. . A Circus show
that will leave you gasping for
air from laughter and
astonishment. From big to
small Duo Looky entertains
them all!

DUOLINDA
La Dama Demodè
The beauty of a random
meeting, the purity of an
unexpected
gesture,
a
thought sharing in the
distance seem to be vintage
concepts… maybe Demodè.
This is what are living two
clowns into their show made
by live music played, knife
throwing,
handstands,
juggling
and
many
improvised symphony and
eccentric follies.

EUROBAND
Euroband is a musical group
borned in Altamura and
inspired by the street bands
of New Orleans. Their main
feature is accompanying
music
with
original
choreography that involve
people they meet along the
streets. A great music party
starts and the spectator
becomes an integral part of
the show reliving the joy, the
simplicity and the flavor of
street festival among their
people.

FABIO SACCOMANI
Bolle per Adulti
"Bolle per adulti" is a
comedy show in which the
techniques of music, fire,
throwing knives and soap
bubbles are the outline of an
ironic,
satirical
and
overflowing relationship. The
public is really on fire with
an original and engaging
show, where satire and
fantasy
are
mixed,
concerning many topics of
current
affairs,
politics,
economics and religion.

FACTORIA CIRCULAR (ES)
Rodafonio

FRANCESCO DAMIANO
Cosmiko Show

GIULLARI
(IT/BR)

DEL

DIAVOLO

Factoria Circular is an urban
arts
company
realizing
performances
with
"impossible"
ingenuities.
“Rodafonio” is a big wheel
that runs through the streets
and accommodates in his
metallic abdomen five lucky
crew members that form part
of it and make it alive with
their music.

"Cosmiko show" is the story of
a common man chosen by
NASA and sent into space in
search of alien life forms. A
very long trip and probably
with no return. A real
CosmiKomica odyssey, during
which everything will really
happen: laughter, gags and
surreal situations. The only
show in the world able to
answer the question: are we
alone in the Universe?

"Tuttotorna" is a comedy
show that talks about love
and
happiness
using
geometries and manipulation
of objects. Two incredible
characters come into the
scene and instantly engage
you, give you rhythm and
break out happiness with
smiles,
surprise
and
amazement.

ILMIOEILTUOEVENTI
Genious Life

KEIICHI IWASAKI (JP)
Laughts and Magic

LUCA CONTOLI
Flatland BMX vs Parkour Duo

In 2019 marks the 500th
anniversary of Leonardo da
Vinci’s death, the Renaissance
Genius who revolutionized
art, science and technology.
We want to remember the
Master
figure
of
the
Reinassance by dedicating a
SCIENTIFIC
ARTISTIC
LABORATORY and a DA VINCI
MAGIC SHOW interpreted and
directed by Cristian Pensieri,
in art Mago Cristian.

Keiichi is an artist who comes
directly from Japan with his
bicycle. His magic shows are
characterized by a note of fun
and comedy, which makes the
use of street art suitable for
any type of audience. In 2016
he participated Italia's got
talent.

Luca
Contoli,
is
a
contemporary artist who is
practicing Flatland BMX and
realizes acrobatic theater
performances in which he
mixes different types of
language, like dance and the
physical
and
artistic
expression of emotions and
feelings. This discipline is still
unique for the Italian public
and Luca has become a
famous
freestyler
very
appreciated in the BMX
national environment.

LUCA LOMBARDO
Poubelle

MAGDACLAN CIRCO
Sic Transit

MATTEO GALBUSERA
Maicol Gatto

Luca Lombardo is an artist
with
an
incredible
transformist talent who has
invented a new character: the
Transformist
Clown.
In
"Poubelle" he tells the story
of an homeless man who lives
in a garbage bin but, using
imagination, he’s able to
change his sad days into a
moment of play and lightness
to entertain the hurried
passers.

"Sic Transit" is the new
creation, in co-production
with Veregra Street, of the
MagdaClan company. Magda
xs wants to return outdoor, in
the streets and squares, to
make proselytes and attract
new followers. New doctrines
and
ancient
truths,
inaccurated translations and
unexpected reinterpretations.
A show played on the street
but disguised as a postmodern sermon.

"Maicol Gatto" is a nondecipherable
awakened
humanoid,
an
eccentric
character
without
infrastructure who plays
electronic keyboards, not only
to make music, but also to
communicate
with
the
surrounding
world.
The
keyboard is his explosive
medium, his life partner. The
show is based on physicality,
gags and the research that
links music to movement.

MISTRAFUNKY

MIWA

MistraFunky is a street band
with “funk-tasting” flavors
and a note of Mistrà, the bestknown aniseed liqueur of
central Italy. Marche is their
original country, the rest of
the World is their destination!
If music is Funky, dance is
Mistrà: with their rhythm and
choreography
they
will
catapult you into the world of
the most flavored funk ever!

Miwa are born from the crazy
idea of mixing legendary
cartoon theme songs with
danceable rhythms of ska,
rocksteady, reggae, disco and
punk'n’roll. This Cartoon Rock
Band proposes the most
famous theme songs with
new and varied arrangements,
adding
sparkling
and
originality that make them
more
attractive
and
appreciated by the great
audience.

MORTELO & MANZANI (ES)
Fili Busters
Mortelo & Manzani is a clown
and circus duo born in
Catalonia that bring their
humor throughout Spain, Italy
and Lebanon. With the new
show "Fili Busters" they want
to honor the artists who risk
their
lives
in
every
performance, trying to prove
that
hazard
is
always
rewarded.

NO FUNNY STUFF (ITA/USA)
No funny stuff is an eccentric
and
contagious
ItalianAmerican Jug Band that offers
"old time" inspired music
with typical punk rock energy.
They are famous for a
peculiar characteristic: they
are paying music with “home
made” instruments obtained
from objects taken in their
garage or in grandmother's
kitchen, antiques, scrap metal
and old toys.

NOAH CHORNY (DE)
Drunken Master

PANCHO LIBRE (MX)
The Mexican

“Drunken Master” is an
acrobatic show with its thrills
and waves of nausea. Noah
today decides to light the one
lantern that is more tipsy and
wobbly on its legs than he is.
On top he sways and tumbles
from side to side that
everybody asks themselves:
How come the thin pole
doesn’t break? And how
come Noah doesn’t fall
down? Ah, those are but a
few of the secrets of the
Drunken Master….

Pancho is a clown in the heart
that loves to move, to dance
and play explosive acrobatics!
His most popular show is the
interactive comedy “The
Mexican” which has been
performed
in sixteen countries around
the globe! Pancho brings
energy and fun to festivals
and street shows thanks to his
extraordinary physical ability
and his irresistible comedy.

PAOLO CASOLO
La Bici-Piano
Paolo Casolo is a singular
pianist that drag his piano
with a bike around the
European squares, reviving
the streets and bringing music
to the people. With his "bicipiano" he can move quickly
from city to city while
performing amazing melodies
that magically capture the
spectators. An eclectic and
original musician who will
make you dream with his
music!

PEPPER & THE JELLIES

PIERMASSIMO MACCHINI

Brilliantly reviewed in Italy
and abroad, the band Pepper
and the Jellies boasts a
particular and recognizable
sound thanks to the versatility
of the musicians and the
extraordinary voice of the
singer and washboard player
Ilenia
Appicciafuoco,
recognized as one of the best
performers of traditional jazz
and original blues.

Piero Massimo Macchini has
participated in almost all the
20 Festival editions. This year,
for his 21st edition, he
decides to restart from the
beginning, staging every
evening a different show from
his long theatrical production
in the usual “after Festival”
formula:
June 21st "ScherziAMO”
June 22nd "Radical Grezzo"
June 23rd "Fatto di Coppia"
June 27th "Marche-Ting"
June 28th "GesticolorS"
June 29th "Dolly Bomba"

QUALITA’ ORO
Oro

QUETZALCOATL (MX)
Ritual de Fuego

RAFAEL SORRYSO (BR)
Equilibrio Precario

It will be a break of...
patterns of classic magic
show to find yourself trapped
in a whirlwind of madness:
reckless explosions, clothes
changing shape and color in a
flash, goldfish appearances,
wallets subtraction, strange
noises and flying objects will
come out from the most rock
salon
of
magic!
Stay
focused... because more
careful you are, more you
will not see the trick.

In the darkness of the
beginning of time, three
characters emerge from the
jungle, creating a singular
ritual with instruments used
in Aztec culture... The
masters
of
theater,
percussion and dance, offer
us a show full of symbols and
actions. The ritual ends with
an explosive moment, where
people can feel a back to the
past, and ponder the
importance of the care
offered by the fire.

A comic and exciting show,
where the actor challenges
the
gravity
from
the
beginning until the end.
Walking, jumping, dancing on
the slack wire and always
interacting and playing with
the public. Rafael Sorryso
does what very few people
does in the world.

RAFFAELLO CORTI
Faccestamagia Show

SARA TWISTER (DE)
Ready.Aim.Fire

SIMONE AL ANI
Wawe in Hands

Raffaello Corti wears the role
of anti-magician, he appears
embarrassed, estranged and
comic involving the public
with his gags and his jokes.
Behind the appearance,
however, there is a true
magician and in every
performance magic emerges,
amazes and excites. In 2018
he reached the finals of the
italian television program "Tu
si que vales".

Sara Twister is one of the
world’s most mind blowing
contortionists who, whilst
balancing on her arms, can
fire a bow… with her feet! A
dynamic combination of the
unforgettable art of acrobatic
archery, together with some
edgy contortion routines and
comedy, “Ready.Aim.Fire” is
a show that has a something
for
everyone,
and
is
appropriate for audiences of
all ages. An action--packed
extravaganza with a final you
do not want to miss!

Simone Al Ani comes to the
forefront of the general
public as the winner of
Italia's Got Talent. An artist
with a multifaceted talent, he
moves seamlessly between
mimic and gestural arts, the
manipulation of objects and
street art. He has showed his
performances in over 40
countries
and
in
Montegranaro
he
will
present the show "Wave in
hands".

SITTING DUCK (BE)
Chiringuito Paradise

TEATRO TAGES
Il Fil’armonico

Sitting Duck is a belgian circus and street
theatre company that develop a comical
language close to the slapstick comedy
and drawing inspiration from surprising
clumsiness of the most famous Clowns of
the big screen (B. Keaton, C. Chaplin, P.
Sellers…). In “Chiringuito Paradise” two
barmen are trying to save the party in an
apocalyptic mix including catastrophic
juggling, physical comedy and of course
fireworks!

The puppets of "Il fil’armonico", dance,
suffer, hope and laugh, with the same
spirit that moves human beings. Even for
them destiny is always hanging by a
thread. But this time you can see where it
ends up. Fragments of life, minimal stories,
a few minutes to tell emotions and
passions.

